Combined floating knife/Cylinder coating head
(Working width: 1000 - 5200 mm) - main fields of use: paste or Foam coating etc.

Consisting of
- massive frame
- roller below
- inlet roller (high adjustable)
- coating cylinder driven
- scraper bar with 2 knife
- scraper bar (height-,radial- and horizontal adjustment)
- paste side limit scraper (manuell)
- stainless steel tank
- stripper knife for coating cylinder
- drive (frequency-controlled)
- elektrical control SPS

Options
- supporting roll
- u - profile
- operator platform
- roller
- drawing roll
- drawing measuring roll
- rapid lifting of coating beam
- curved roll before coating drum
- wide slat holder
- wide cord holder
- paste distribution device (electrical)
- paste level sensor
Combined floating knife/ Cylinder coating head
(Working width: 1000 - 5200 mm) - main fields of use:
paste or Foam coating etc.

Combined floating knife/zylinder coating (with options)
20 supporting roll 50 operator platform 80 drawing measuring roll 101 wide slat holder
30 u - profile 60 roller 90 rapid lifting of coating beam 102 wide cord holder
40 supporting roll 70 drawing roll 100 curved roll before coating drum 110 paste distribution device (electrical)

Combined floating knife/zylinder coating - basic version

Combined floating knife/zylinder coating - with options

Air knife coater